
LneRNlNc A second language is a long and complex undertaking. Your whole
person is affected as you struggle to reach beyond the confines of your first lan-
guage and into a new language, a new culture, a new way of thinking, feeling, and
acting. Total commitment, total involvement, atotal physical, intellectual, and emo-
tional response are necessary to successfully send and receive messages in a second
language. Many variables are involved in the acquisition process. Language

learning is not a set of easy steps that can be programmed in a quick do-it-yourself
kit. So much is at stake that courses in foreign languages are often inadequate
training grounds, in and of themselves, for the successful learning of a second lan-
guage . Few if any people achieve fluency in a foreign language solely within the
confines of the classroom.

It may 
^ppear 

contradictory, then, that this book is about both learning and
teaching. But some of the contradiction is removed if you look at the teaching
process as the facilitation of leaming, in which you can teacha foreign language suc-

cessfully if, among other things, you know something about that intricate web of
rariables t}:rat are spun together to affect how and why one learns or fails to learn a

second language. V/here does a teacher begin the quest for an understanding of the
principles of language learning and teaching? By first considering some of the ques-

tions that you could ask.

QLESTIONS ABOUT SECOND IA.NGUAGE ACQUISITION

\-irnrally any complex set of skills brings with it a host of questions. V/hile these
questions can quickly turri into "issues," because there is no simple answer to the
questions, nevertheless we usually begin the process with a set of focused questions
to guide our study. Current issues in second language acquisition (SLA) may be ini-
dalh- approached as a multitude of questions that are being asked about this com-
plex process. Let's look at some of those questions, sorted here into some commonly
u-sed topical categories.
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Irarner Characteristics

v4ro are the learners that you are teaching? vihat is their ethnic' linguistic' and reli-

giotrsheritage?V4ratafetheifnativelanguages,levelsofeDducation,andsocioeconomic
characteristics? what life's experienés have they had that might affect their

learning? v¡hat are their intellectual capacities, abilities' and stfengths and weak-

nesses? How would you describe the personality of any 
_given 

learner? These and

other questions focus attention or ,á-" of the crucial variables affecting both

learners,successes in acquiring a foreign language and teachers'capacities to enable

learners to achieYe that acquisition'

Linguistic Factors

Nosimpleraquestionisonethatprobesthenatureofthesubjectmattefitself.
V4ratisitthatthelearnermustlearn?V4ratislanguage?Vhatiscommunication?
what does it mean when we say someone knows how to use alanguage? w.hat is

the best way to describe or systemat ize thetarget (second) language? V/hat are the

relevantdiff.erences(andcommonalities)betweenalearner,sfirstandsecondlan-
guage?Whatpropertiesofthetargetlanguagemightbedifficuttforalearnerto
master?TheseprofoundquestionsareofCoufsecentraltothedisciplineoflin-
guistics.Thelangrrageteachefneeclstounderstandthesystemanclfunctioningof
the second language and the differences between the first and second language of

thelearner.Itisonethingforateachertospeakandunderstandalanguageandyet
anothefmatteftoattainthetechnicalknowledgerequiredtounderstandand
explain the system of that language-its phonemes' morphemes' words' sentences'

and discourse structures'

Learning Processes

Howdoeslearningtakeplace?Howcanapefsonensuresuccessinlanguage
learning? \ühat cognitive processes afe utilized in second language learning?

\íhat kinds of straágies are available to a lear,,'er. and .o'hich ones afe optimal?

Howimpoftantafefactorslikefrequencl'ofinput.attentiontoformand
meaning,memofyandstoragep,o..,..,.andrecall?\\lratistheoptimalinter'
relationshipofcognitive,affective,andphvsicaldomainstbrsuccessfullanguage
learning?

Age and Acquisition

s{reninthelifeofalearnerdoessecondlanguagelearningtakeplace?oneofthe
ker'issuesinsecondlanguageresearchandteachilgiSaclusterofquestionsabout
dift'erences ber$-een children arrd adults in learning a second language' common

obsen-ationtellsustlratchildren]fe-bener..languagelearnersthanadults.
Research shon-s that to be an or-ergener¿Lúation' jf not don'nright questionable'
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If so, in what way does the age of learning make a difference? How do the cogni-
tive and emotional developmental changes of childn-ood and young adulthood affect
language acquisition?

a

Instructional Variables

Some second language acquisition successfully takes place outside of any educa^
tional context or classroom or teacher. In such "natutal" environments, do all
people learn a lang¡rage equally successfullyT If not, what are the ingredients for
success? In what has come to be called "insffucted" SlA, many questions arise,
V/hat are the effects of varying methodological approaches, textbooks, materials,
teacher styles, and institutional factors? Consider the arnount of time spent in class-
rooms learning a second language: is there an optimal length of time required for
successful mastery? Should the learner be exposed to three or five or ten hours a
week in the classroom? Or a five-to-seven-hour day in an intensive language pro-
gram? And how "active" should aleatner be outside of the classroom?

Context

Are the learners attempting to acquire the second language within the cultural and
linguistic milieu of the second language, that is, in a "second" language situation in
the technical sense of the term? Or are they focusing on a "foreign" language con-
text in which the second language is heard and spoken only in an arti-ücial envi-
ronment, such as the modern language classroom in anAmerican university or high
school? How might the sociopolitical conditions of a particular country or its lan-
guag.e policy affect the outcome of a learner's mastery of the language? How do
intercultural contrasts and similarities affect the learning process?

Purpose

Finally, the most encompassing of all questions: Vhy are learners attempting to
acquire the second language? V/hat are their purposes? Are they motivated by the
achievement of a successful career, or by passing a foreign language requirement, or
by wishing to identi4/ closely with the culture and people of the rarger language?
Beyond these categories, what other, emotional, personal, or intellectual reasons do
learners have for pursuing this gigantic task of learning another language?

REltorcrNc rN ouR DEFEATS

The above questions have been posed, in very global t€rms, to give you an inkling
of the diversity of issues involved in the qu€st for understanding the principtes
of language learning and teaching. By addressing such questions carefully and
critically, you can begin to achieve a surprising number of answers as you move
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rh,rough the chapters of this book. And you can hone the global questions into

t-i¡er. subtlef questions, which in itself is an important task, for often being able

to ask the right questions is more valuable than possessing storehouses of

knowledge
At the same time, you shoulcl not labof under the impression that you can sat-

isfactorily find final "ni*.., 
to all the questions. By some evaluations, the field of

SIA is still in its infancy, with all the methodological and theoretical problems that

come with a developing discipline (see Gregg,2003, for example)' Therefore, many

of these qllestions wilt receive somewhat tentatiYe answefs' of at best, answefs that

must begin with the phrase, "it depends." Answers must almost always be framed

in a context that can vary from one learner to another, ffom one moment to another'

The wondefful intficacy of complex facets of human behavior will be very much

with us for some time. Roger Bro*tt't (1966, p 326) wry remark of over four

decades ago still aPPlies:

Psychologistsfinditexcitingwhenacomplexmentalphenomenon_
somethingintelligentandslippery-seemsabouttobecapturedbya
mechanical moclel. We yearn to see the model succeed' But when' at

thelastminute'thephenomenonpfovestoomuchforthemodeland
dartsoffonsomeuncapturabletangent,thereissomethinginusthat
rejoices at the defeat.

'we can rejoice in our defeats because we know that it is the very elusiveness

of the phenomenon of SIA that makes the quest for answers so exciting' Our field

of inquiry is no simple, unidimensional reality. It is "slippery" in every way.

The chapters of this book are designed to give you a picture of both the slip-

periness of sIA and the systematic storehouse of reliable knowledge that is now

available to us. As you considef the isslres, chapter by chapte¡ you afe led on a

quest for youf own personal, integrated understanding of how people learn-and

sometimes fail to leain-a second language. That quest is eclectic'.no single theory

or hypothesis wilt provide a magic formula for all learners in all contexts' And the

quest is cautíous'.you will be urged to be as critical as you can in considering the

merit of various models and theories and research findings' By the end of the final

chapter, howeveq you will no doubt surprise yourself on how many pieces of this

giant puzzle you can actually put together!
Thomas Kuhn (1970) referred to ..normal science,,aS a pfocess of puzzle

solving in which part of the task of the scientist, in this case the teacher, is to dis-

cover the pieces and then to fit the pieces together. Some of the pieces of the lan-

guage learning puzzle have been located and set in place' Others afe not yet

áiscovered, and the careful defining of questions will lead to finding those pieces.

We can then unclertake the task of fitting the pieces together irto a patadigm-an
intedocking design, a theory of second language acquisition'
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Cr-+ssnoq¡4 CoN¡{EcrfoN's,' ,, ,l : ', ,

Research Findings: Thomas Kuhn's structure of scientific

Raaolutions has :sold o¡¡er :a nlillion eApieS and'has,,been tr.Anslated

intosixte€nlanguages,, Applyrgg Kuhnls popular thcory to our cut-

,rent: language, te4ehing, Bra;ctiee, p€,':ean :say thatr Cofn1Ilünicatjvq

, Langutge ,, 'Téachilrg', 
q44d¡: 

, 
pérhápo' Task'Based Te4ching4":see

Chapteq,S)js accqPtg. as"nofmali:afld:¿s our'cr¡rre "paradigrnJ'

Teacl¡agtr.'nplicati-o,ngl'As:yqulook'¿¿t¿.nguageclassesyouhave
taken,(and'perh4pe tau$D; dt,jnol' think there'will:be aallintellec-

,,tuifb¡ úOr¡t1 chargi <tb, paraphrase, Kqh.4): in:¡nrhich,our'pedagogy

*ilt Ue marked'ty transformeO,? 'rf so; what do you supFose'the next

"revolution'; in language texilq4g wil look like?

That theory like a jigsaw puzzle,needs to be coherent and unified' If only one

point of view is taken-if you look at only one facet of second language learning

and teaching-you will derive an incomplete, partial theory. The second language

teacheqwith eyes wide open to the total picture,needs to form an integrated under-

standingofthemanyaspectsoftheprocessofsecondlanguagelearning.
In order to begin tá ask further questions and to find answers to some of those

questions, let's firsi address a fundamental concern in problem-posing: defining or

de[miting the focus of our inquiry. Since this book is about language, learning, and

teaching, let's see what happens when we try to "define" those three tefms'

L{NGUAGE

A definition is a statement that captufes the key features of a concept' Those fea-

tufes may vary, depending on youf own (or the lexicographer's) understanding of

the construct. Aná,most important,that understanding is essentially a "theory" that

explicates the construct. So a definition of a term may be thought of as a con-

densed version of a theory. conversely, a theory is simply-or not so simply-an

extended definition. Defining, therefore, is serious business: it requires choices

about which facets of something are worthy of being included'

Supposeyouwefestoppedbyareporteronthestfeet,andinthecourseofan
interview about your field of study, you wefe asked: "'W'ell, since you're intefested

in second language acquisition. please define language in a sentence or two'" You

would no doubt dig deep into your memofy for a typical dictionary-type definition

of language. Such definitions, if pursued seriously, could lead to a lexicographer's
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$-ild.goose chase, but they also can feflect a feasonably cohefent Synopsis of cuf-

renr understanding of ;usi what it is rhat ringuists are trying to study.

Ifyouhadhadachance,o.o,',.,1'theMerriam-Webster'sCollegiate
Dictionary (2OO3,p.-ein,you might have responded to your questioner with a

relativelystandardStatementlike..aSystematicmeansofcornmunicatingideasor
feelingsbytheuseofconventionalizedsigns,sounds,gestufes'ormarkshaving
understood meanings.,, or, if you had read pink.r', Tbe Langwage Instinct (L994),

you might have come up with a sophisticated statement such as:

Language is a complex' specialized skill' which develops in the child

spontaneously, without conscious effort or formal instruction' is

deployed *J,úol" awareness of its undedying logic' is qualitative$

thesameineveryindividual,andisdistinctfrommoregeneralabili.
ties to process irúormation or behave intelligently (p' 18)'

ontheotherhand,youmight,witlrRonScollon(2oo4,p.272),wishtoemphasize
that, filst of all, langua ge iS not something that Comes in ..nicely packaged rrnits,, and

thatitcertainlyzs..amultiple,complex,andkaleidoscopicphenomenon],Fufthef,
depending on how nt,,y yátt wanted 

10. 
get in your response' you might also have

included some mention of (1) the creativit! of language , (2) the presumed primacy of

speech over writing"* O> ihe univtrsatity of language amolg human beings'

Aconsolidationofanumberofpossibledefinitionsoflanguageyieldsthefol-
lowing comPosite definition'

L. Language is systematic'

2. Language is a set of arbitrary symbols'

3. Those symbols are primari$ vocal' but may also be visual'

4. Thesymbols huve Éonvtnti'onalized meanings to which they refer'

J. Language is used for communication'

6. Language opefates in a speech community or culture'

7. Language is essl"tlally human' although possibly not limited to humans'

8. Language is a.q,,i'ed ty all people in much the same way; language and lan-

guage learning both have universal characteristics'

These eight statements provide a reasonably concise "25-word-or-1ess" definition of

language. But the simpiicity of the eightfold definition should not be allowed to

maskthesophisticationoflinguisticresearchunder$ingeachconcept'Enofmous
fields and subfields and yearlong university courses, are suggested in each of the

eight categories. Considef some of these possible areas;

l.Explicitandfbrmalaccountsofthesystemoflangtrageonseveralpossible
levels (e.g., phonological, syntactic' lexical' and semantic analysis)

2. Thesymbolic nature*of language; the relationship between language and

reality;the philosophy of language;the history of language
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Phonetics; phonology; writing systems; the role of gesture, distance, eye con-
tact, and other "paralinguistic" features of language
Semantics; language and cognition; psycholinguistics
communication systems; speaker-hearer interaction; sentence processing
Dialectology; sociolinguistics; language and culture ; pmgmatics; bilingualism
and second language acquisition
Human language and nonhuman communication; neurolinguistics; innate fac-
tors; genetic transmission; nature vs. nurtllre
Language universals; first language acquisition

Serious and extensive thinking about these eight topics involves a complex
journey through a labyrinth of linguistic science-a mazethatcontinues to be nego-
tiated. Yet the language teacher needs to know something about this system of
communication that we call language. Can foreign language teachers effectively
teach a language if they do not know, even in general, something about the rela-
tionship between language and cognition, writing systems, nonverbal communica-
tion, sociolinguistics, and first language acquisition? And if the second language
learner is being asked to be successful in acquiring a system of communication of
such vast complexity, isn't it reasonable that the teacher have awareness of what the
cornponents of that system are?

Your understanding of the components of language determines to a large
extent how you teach a language . If, for example, you believe that nonverbal com-
munication is a key to successful second language learning, you will devote some
attention in your curriculum to nonverbal systems and cues. If you perceive lan-
guage as a phenomenon that can be dismantled into thousands of discrete pieces
and those pieces programmatically taught one by one, you will attend ."..fu11y to
an understanding of the discrete forms of language. If you think language is essen-
tially cultural and interactive, your classroom methodology will be imbued with
sociolinguistic strategies and communicative tasks.

This book touches on some of the general aspects of language as defined
above. More specific aspects will have to be unclerstood in the context of an aca-
demic program in a particular language, in which specialized study of linguistics
is obviously recommended along with a careful analysis of the foreign language
itself.

LEARNING AND TEACHING

We can also ask questions about constructs like learning and teaching. Consider
again some traditional definitions. A search in contemporary clictionaries reveals
that learning is "acquiring or getting of knowledge of a subject or a skill by study,
experience, or instruction." Odctly, an educational psychologist would define
learning eYen more succinctly as "a change in an individual caused by experi-
ence" (Slavin,2ooJ,p.138). Similarly,teaching,which is implied in rhe first clefinirion

3.

4.
).
6.

.7

8.
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of learning, may be defined as "showing or helping someone to learn how to dosomething, giving instructions, guiding in the siuay or something, providing withknowledge, causing to know or understand." Isn't it curious that professional lexi-cographers seem to have such difficulty in devising a definition of something as uni-versal as teaching? More than perhaps an)'thing ilse, such definitions reflect thedifficulfy of defining complex .Lrr..ptr.
Breaking down the componentr or tn. definition of learning, we can extract, aswe did with language, domains of research and inquiry.

1. Learning is acquisition or ,,getting.,,
2. Leatning is retention of infórmation or skill.
3. Retention implies stofage systems, memory, cognitive organization.4. Learning invorves active, conscious focus on and acting upon eyents outsideor inside the organism
5. Learning is relatively permanent but subject to forgetting.6' Learning involves some form of practice, perhaps reinforced practice.7. Learning is a change in behavior.

These concepts can also give way to a number of subfields within the discipline ofpsychology: acquisition pto..rr.r,perception, memofy (storage) systems, short- andlong-term memory, reca[, motivatfon, cánscious and subcon*scious learning styresand strategies, theories of forgetting, reinforcement, the rore of practice. veryquickly the concept of rearning becoñes every bit as complex as the concept of lan_guage' Yet the second language learner brings ail trr.seian¿ more) variables intoplay 3 the learning of a seconá language.
Teaching cannor be defined upátlro*learning. Teaching is guiding and fac'-itating learning, enabling the leaÁer to learn, setting the conditions for learning.Your understanding of how the rearner learns wilr determine your philosophy ofeducation, your teaching styre , youf appfoach, methods, urJ.i^rr.oom techniquesIf, like B. F Skinnet you look at l.arnin

throughu.^';;fu v;acedprogra-orr.i#ol'.;.t"T;:'"';iriü:f i.::li,l'-?Tyou view second language learning as a deductive ,"rh., tt ur, 
"r, 

inductive processyou will probably choose to pfesent copious rures and paradigms to your studentrather than let them ,,discover,, 
those ruies incluctively.

An extended definition-or theory-of teaching will spell out governinprinciples for choosing certain methods and tecrrniques. a ,rrlory of teaching, iharmony with your integrated understanding of the rearner and of the subje<mattef to be lea¡ned, wil point the way to successful procedures on a given d;for given rearners under the various'cánstraints of the particular context r

:Tlljlt"ll other words, your rheory or ieaching is your theirf or r."rrins ,,stoc
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SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT IN SECOND IANGUAGE ACQUSITION
\ü/hile the generar definitions of language, Iearning, and teaching offered abor-emight meet with the approval of most tinguists,-;sychologists, and educarors.points of disagreement become appafent aftir arittle proning of the componenrsof each definirion. For exampl", ir't"rrg.rug. pri;;y; ,,sysrem 

of formal unirs..or a "means for social interaction,,r or, io. n.tr..-ro.rrtion, should a teacheremphasize extrinsic or intrinsic motivation in students? Differing viewpointsemerge from equally knowledgeable.schotarr,;J;;;ver 
rhe exrenr to whichone viewpoint or another should receive primacv.yer wirh all the possible disaresearchers,somehisroricaro",,..**'.',illl'L]ff,;fl 

,¿l?i::";Jffi ?áli:Tthe study of second lurg.rug. 
".qrriri,torr. Th.r. o.-rr¿rirur be clescribecr here inthe form of three ¿irTerent r.rrooli ortrrought-ptil;ú in the fietds of linguisticsand psychol0gy-that folrow ,o-.*hu, tristorica[], .rrár, ,rro.rgh componenrs ofeach schoot oYlo...hronologically to some exrenr. Bear in mind that such asketch may suggest dichotomi."r i"-irrilorophical prriir."r, and such conrrasrs arerarery so simpristic in the srudy of rsiue, in Sr.A.

Structural Linguistics and Behavioral psychology
In the rg40s and' 1g50s, the structural, ol descriptive, school of linguistics, withits advocates-Leonard Broomfierd, Edward Sapir, ciarre, uock.tt, chades Fries, andothers-prided itself in a rigorous'afpl.atio' or u.i.ntinc observations of humanlanguages' only "publitry oÉt.*"uiá responses" courd be subject ro invesrigation.The linguist's task, 

"."or.iirrg ,o ,lr. .t"o"turarist, was to describe human ranguagesand to identi$r the structiral .t 
"ru.t..irtics of those la.axiom of srrucrural linguistics *^;;; languages ."" ;*;ffffff:,. ffiJffi;ff:timir' and rhar no preconceprions could,apprf -ro* i;;;;;**. FreemanTu¡adcle'(r935'p' 57) stated this principr. m f.rrrups irs most ""ti.-. refms:

whatever our aftitude toward mincr, spirit, sour, etc., as rearities. wemust agfee that the scientist nr.".o.toio" .;:_: :d,i,,g,,á,Á;"-r;;;ffi il,#::*:::iHi:.,H:ffi ;:J:::of his physiorogical nervous system. tnsofai as he occupies himselfwith psychical, nonmaterial forces, the scientist r".rot u scientist. The
:ffi:". 

method is quire simply rh. con'enti;; ,l* mind cloes nor

Twaddelt was underscoring the mandate for the structurar linguist to examineonJy ovcrtry observabre ¿utr. ,i¿ ao-,gnor" the .mincr.,insof
senred a mentaristic approacrr in"iru.r. crecrence ,. .,Íil;.:f;!#,!f,::i:::hunches, and inruition. S".i, 

",rii.rOo 
p*..rr"ifed in B. F Skiorr;;,, thought, parricularir_
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tn \,erbal Bebauior (|957),inwhich he said that any notion of ..idea.. or '.meaning,' iS

explanatory fiction, and ihat the speaker is merely the locus of verbal behavior, not

the cause . chades osgoocl (1957) reinstated meaning in verbal behavior' explaining

it as a *representationll mediation processi' but stitl did not depart from a generally

nonmentalistic view of language'

offurtherimportancetotheStfucturalordescriptivelinguistwasthenotion
thatlanguagecouldbedismantledintosmallpiecesorunitsandthattheseunits
could be described scientificalll', contrasted, aná added up again to form the whole'

From this principle .Á.ig.O an unchecked rush of linguists, in the 1940s and 1950s'

to the far reaches of the earth to engage in the rigorous production of detailed

descriptions of "exotic" languages'

Cr¡ssnoon Con'rrrcno¡l s

Research Find.ings: The prevailing paradigm in linguistic reseatch

;,h. 7940s and1950s viewed language as a linear'structured syst€m

that describecl grammatical sequences in terms of separate compo-

".t,t 
itt", .o,rlá .o*prise a sentence' These analyses were what

ñ;;; cnomsqy hter called .surface stfucrufe" relationships.

Teaching Implications: No one ma-Y have b€tter manifested

structural linguistics in the classroom than Chades Fries' *h:t'
"structural drills" and "pattern practices" wer-e described in his

(r94t> book, Teaching anc{ Leafiting English 
": -^ :1'n:€"

tl"ii"S", and in tris (iq;z) book,Tbe Structure tu:tttt' l^2?,
l,.ri po*p.,tar Audiolingual l{ethod (see Chapter 4) drew many

insights from Fries's séminal work' What dá--you think are the

advantages and disadvarltages of pattern drills in the language

classroom'/

Amongpsychologists,abehavioralparadigmalsofocusedonpubliclyobserv-
able responses_thosé that can be objectively perceived, recorded, and measured.

The scientific method was rigorously adhered to, and therefore such concepts as

consciousness and intuition wire regarded as mentalistic, illegitimate domains of

inquiry. The unreliabiliw of observation of states of consciousness, thinking' con-

..i, rl.-"rion, or the acquisition of knowledge made such topics impossible to

examine in a behavioral framework. Typical behavioral models were classical and

opefantconditioning,foteverballearning,instrumentallearning,discrimination
learning, and other eÁpirical approaches ro studying human behavior. You may be

familiar with the classiial ."p"riit.n,s with Pavlov's dog and Skinner's boxes;these
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too typify the position that organisms can be conditioned to respond in desired
ways, given the correct degree and scheduling of reinforcement. @ehaviorism will
be described in more detail in Chapter 4.)

Generative Linguistics and Cognitive Psychology

In the decade of the 1960s, generative-transformational linguistics emerged
through the influence of Noam Chomsky and a number of his followers. Chomsky
was trying to show that human language cannot be scrutinized simply in terms of
observable stimuli and responses or the volumes of raw data gathered by field lin-
guists. The generative linguist was interested not only in describing language
(achieving the level of descriptive adequacy) but also in arriving at an explanra-
tory level of adequacy in the study of language, that is, a "principled basis, inde-
pendent of any particular language, for the selection of the descriptively adequate
grafirmar of each language " (Chomsky, 1964,p.63).

Eady seeds of the generative-transformational revolution were planted near
the beginning of the twentieth century. Ferdinand de Saussure (1916) claimed
that there was a difference between parole (what Skinner "obseles," and what
Chomsky called performance), on the one hand, and langue (akin to the concept
of competence, of our undedying and unobservable language ability). A few
decades later, howeve¡ descriptive linguists chose largely to ignore lamgue and to
study parole, as was noted above. The revolution brought aLrout by generative lin-
guistics broke with the descriptivists'preoccupation with performance-the out-
*zrd manifestation of language-and capitalized on the important distinction
between the overtly observable aspects of language and the hidden levels of mean-
ing and thought that give birth to and generate observable linguistic performance.

Similady, cognitive psychologists asserted that meaning, understanding, and
knowing were signi-ficant data for psychological study. Instead of focusing rather
mechanistically on stimulus-response connections, cognitivists tried to discover psy-
chological principles of organization and functioning. DavidAusubel (1965,p.4)
noted:

From the standpoint of cognitive theorists, the attempt to ignore
conscious states or to reduce cognition to mediational processes
reflective of implicit behavior not only removes from the field of psy-
chology what is most worth studying but also dangerously oversim-
plifies highly complex psychological phenomena.

Cognitive psychologists,like generative linguists, sought to discover undedying
:r¡o¡trirations and deeper structures of human behavior by using a tational
.u¡trnoach. That is, they freed themselves from the strictly empirical study fypical of
i¡c'hrriorists and employed the tools of logic, reason, extrapolation, and inference in
:,'r',icr to derirr explanations for human behavior. Going beyond merely descriptive
a.irc-quacr- to explanatory power took on utmost importance.
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Both the structural linguist and the behavioral psychologist were interested in

description, in answering-*/,'t questions about human behavior: objective mea-

sufement of behavior in controlled circumstances' The generative linguist and cog-

nitive psychologist wefe, to be sure , interested in the wbat question' but they were

lhr more interested in a more ultimate question, wby; wlnat undedying factors-

innate,psychological,social,orenvironmentalcircumstances_Causedaparticular
behavior in a human being?

Ifyouwefetoobservesomeonewalkintoyourhouse,pickupachairandfling
itthroughyotrrwindow,andthenwalkout,differentkindsofquestionscouldbe
asked. one set of questions would relate to what happened: the physical descrip-

tionofthepefson,thetimeofday,thesizeofthechair,theimpactofthechair,ancl
so forth. Another set of questions woulcl ask wby the person did what he or she

did:whatwefethepefson,smotivesandpsychologicalstate,whatmighthavebeen
the cause of the behavior, and so on. Thé fi.rt ,.t of questions is very rigorous and

exacting: it allows no flaw, no místake in measurement; bttt does it give you ultimate

answers? The second set of questions is richeg but obviously riskier. By daring to

ask some dfricfi questions foo.r, ,h. unobserved, we may lose some ground but

gain more profound insight about human behavior'

Constructivism: A Multidisciplinary Approach

constructivism is hardly a new school of thought. Jean Piaget and Levvygotsky,

namesoftenassociatedwithconstructiYism,arenotbyanymeansnewtothescene
of langtrage studies. Yet, in a lariety of post-structuralist theoretical positions,

constfuctivismemergedasaprevailingparadigmonlyinthelastpartofthetwen-
tieth century, and is now almost a,' o,thodo'y. A refreshing charactefistic of con-

structivism is its integration of linguistic, psychological,and sociological paradigms,

in conrrasr to the prolessional chasms thai often diüded those disciplines in the pre-

vious centurv xáw, with its emphasis on social interaction and the discovery, or

construction, of meáning, the three disciplines have much mofe common ground.

'What is constr'ctivism, and how dols it diffef from the othef two viewpoints

describedabove?First,itwillbehelpfultothinkoftwobranchesofconstructMsm:
cognitive and social. In the cognitive version of constfuctivism' emphasis is placed

ontheimportanceoflearnersconstftrctingtheirownfepresentationofrealiry
,,Learners must individually discover and transform complex information if they are

tomakeittheifown,[suggesting]amofeactiveroleforstudentsintheirown
learning than is fypical in many classrooms" (slavin, 2OO3, pp'257-258)' suc]n

claims "r. 
,oo*d in riag"r', (1954,1955, L97O; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969) seminal

work in the midclle of ttre twentieth centufy' but have taken that long to become

widelyacceptedviews.ForPiaget,..learningisadevelopmentalpfocessthat
involveschange,self-generation,andconstruction,eachbuildingonpriorlearning
experiences" (Kaufman, 2004, p' JO4)'

Socialconstructiüsmemphasizestheimportanceofsocialinteractionand
coopefative learning in constrlrcting both cognitive ancl emotional images of realiry
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Spivey (1997,p.24) noted that constructiyist research tends to focus on "individuals
engaged in social practices, . . . on a collaborative group, [or] on a global community."
The champion of social constructivism is Vygotskf. (1978), who advocated the view
that"children's thinking and meaning-making is socially constructed and emerges out
of their social interactions with their environment" (Kaufman,2OO4,p.3O4).

Crassnoon¡ Co¡cNncrlo¡,ts

Research Findings: Constnrctivism is a school of thought that
emphasizes both the learner's role in constructing meaning out of
avaitable linguistic input and the importance of ,o.iul int.ruirion in
creat-ing a new linguistic system. Early constructivists likeVygotsky
ancl Piaget actively emphasizecl their views many tlecades ago.
What took the language lettcbing profession so long to apply such
thinking to classroom practices?

Teaching Implications: Perhaps prevailing views of behavioral
psychology curbed an outburst of interactive langtrage teaching,
However, as early as the 1970s. some methocls advocated the cen-
tral role of the learner's constn-lction of language (the Silent Way
and Community Language Learning) and the importance of mean-
ingful interaction (early forms of the Notional-Functional Sytlabus.
which started in the Unitect Kingdom). \W-hat evidence of con-
structivism do you see in current foreign language classrooms?

One of the most popular concepts advanced by VygotsLl, was the notion of a
zone of proximal developme nt (ZPD) in every lea¡ner: the distance between
learners'existing developmental state and their potential development. Put another
$-ay, the ZPD describes tasks that a learner has not yet learned but is capable of
learning with appropriate stimuli. The ZPD is an important facet of social con-
structivism because it describes tasks "that a child cannot yet do alone but could clo
rr-ith the assistance of more competent peers or adults" (slavin, 2oo3, p. 44; see also
Karpov & Ha)'wood,1998). A number of applications of Vygotsky's ZpD have been
made to foreign language instruction (Lantolf, 2000; Nassaji & Cumming, 2000;
\Iarchenkova,2ooS) in both adult and child second language learning contexts.

Vygotsky's concept of the ZPD contrasted rather sharply with piaget,s rheory
of learning in that the former saw a unity of learning ancl development while the
letter saw stages of development setting a precondition, or readiness, for learning
iDunn & Lantolf, 1998). piaget stressed the importance of individual cognitive
der elopment as a relatively solitary act. Biological timetables and stages of cler.el-
f,pment were basic; social interaction was claimed only to trigger development at
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the right moment in time. on the other hand,vygotsky maintained that social inter-

action was foundar,orr"r ,r, cognitive o.rr.iof*.L and rejected the notion of pre-

determined stages' 'll constructivist pefspective is that of

**#i ;'ihÍliL:%, i JrtT:HTYi'1iÍi* ;;'r the o ri st *r'o L' now c apture d

theaffentionofsr,tresearchersanclpractitioners(Ha1l,Vi.11:""'&Marchenkova,
2005). Bakhtin contended that language is "immersed in a social and cultural con-

text'anclitscentralfunctionistoserveasamediumofcommunication.,'Inthis
spirit, the .u,Iy ytu" of 

'ttt 
new millennium have seen increasing emphasis on

socioculrural ¿i-"rrriorls of SIA, o, *t ut wutson-Gegeo (2oo4) describes as a lan-

guage socialization p"'"á'g- for SLA: u "t- 
synthesis that "involves a reconsidera-

tionofmind,language,andepistemology,anclarecognitionthatcognitionoriginates
in social irrt..u.tiorr""-rrJ i, ,rrup.a by cultural and sociopolitical processes" Qvatson-

"t-?r'.t"?:;:r3'r]loo"g first and second language acquisition have clemonstrated

constfuctivi* p.rrp.iit i.s through ,t.r¿i"r "? 
cJnversational discourse' sociocul-

turalfactorsinlearning'anclinteractionisttheories'Inmanyways,constfuctivistper-
SpectiYesafeanatufalsuccessortocognitivelybasedstudiesofuniversalgfa]mmafi
information pro..rrir*,-,,'.-ory, artificial inielligence, and inte*anguage system-

aricity. (Note: rr..r. i.i-s will be clefineá and explained in subsequent chapters of

rno 
Tiil..e of the hisroricar positions described in this secrion-srfucruravbehav-

ioral,generative/cognitive,andconstfuctivist_mustbeseenasimpoftantincreating
balanced descriptiJns of second r"ng.r"g."u.quisition. Consider for a moment the

analogy of a very high mountain, viewelfroá a distance. From one direction the

mountainmayhaveaslrarppeak,easilyidentifieclglaciers,anddistinctiverockfor-
mations.I'romanother¿iÉciion'however'thesamemountainmightnowappearto
havetwop.ur.,ttr'.,..ondforrrrerlyhíddenfromview)anddifferentconfigurations
ofitsslopes.From-stillanotherdirection'yetfurthercharacteristitt:-t.lg':lT::::-
fore unobse*"d. i;; rtudy of SIA is very m.rch like the viewing of our mountaln:

weneeclmultipletoolsanclVantagepointsinordertoascertainthewholepicNre.
Tabte 1.1 ,..--u..,., .o,'..pt, ánd approaches clescribed in the three pefspec-

rives above. The table may help ,o pinpoi"li..auitr broad,icleas that afe associated

with the fespecrive positions.Th. p*.ri"ihat afe illustmted are typical of what Kuhn

(1g70) describecl ur-,h. structure of scientific revolutions' A successful paradigm is

followecl Uy u p.rioá áf anomaly (¿ou¡t, unceftaint)¡, questioning of prevailing theory)'

thencrisis(thefalloftheexistingparadigm)witlralltheprofessionalinsecuritythat
comes therewith; and then fina[y u n *"fuáaigm, a novel 

lrre3rv,ls 
put togethef' This

cycle is evident i" bot;;;y.holágy urra ilng.rirlics,although the limits and bounds are

not always easily perceived-perhap, tÁ lusily per.eived in psychology, in which all

threeparadigrnscurrentlyopefate,om.*hut,;-.,ttu,'.o.'sly.Thecyclicalnatureof
theories .,rr¿.rr.or., the 

'faci 
that no ,inft. th.ory or oaradigm is right or wrong' It

is impossible ro reftite wirh finalfy orr. f?.rp..tive witf another. some truth can be

found in virtually every critical approach to the study of reality'
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of thought in second language acquisition

Schools ofThought TypicalThemes

15

i .'1 Schools

ll[inne Frame

:.- I 900s and 1 940s
.-: -ltOs Structural Li nguistics

and Behavioral Psychology
Description
Observable performance
Scientific method
Empiricism
Surface structure
Conditioning
Reinforcement

. . 9-0s. and 1 9B0s Cenerative Li ngu istics
and Cognitive Psychology

Cenerative I i ngu istics
Acquisition, innateness
lnterlanguage
Systematicity
Universal grammar
Competence
Deep structure

::-ts. and 2000s Constructivism lnteractive discourse
Sociocultural variables
Cooperative Iearning
Discovery learning
Construction of meaning
I nterlanguage variabi I ity

\ilM.IETEE\ CENTIJRIES OF IANGUAGE TEACHING

{, sr-\-ev of research and theoretical trends in SIA remains abstract and unfocused
;; ¡;¡i- ¡¡ its application to the practical concerns of pedagogy in the classroom.
:"crirdes. most readers of this book are ultimately interested in language pedagogy in
lr r,-,rm or another, and so in an attempt to help to build bridges befween theory

i::-: tru.ctice. I will offer occasional relerrant historical commentaries on language
:lr;ih:-ng. and link those descriptions to topics and issues being treated. In so doing,
- - - :,c r,l acquaint you progressively with some of the major methodological trends
.ii:-,_ :i:-les on the pedagogical sicle of the profession.

>-, le¡ il this chapter, the focus has been on research over the past century or
\, : iirngrristics and psychology, and in the last section of this chapter, I will draw
,;. ; ;r:ention to pedagogical trends and issues in the twentieth century. rvhat do
ri"; d: -,*- about language teaching in the two or three millennia prior? The answer
r:: :-'-: r. eÍ1- muCh.

¡.rXh- s (1969) informative survey of language teaching orrer "twenty-five cen-
*-.l: É5 :er-ealed interesting anecdotal accounts of foreign language instruction but
ri:t' -r rllil' re search-based language teaching methods. In the 'Western wodd, "for-
:l¿:-- linquage learning in schools was synonymous with the learning of Latin or
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Greek. Latin, thought to promote intelle ctuality through "mental gymnastics"'was

until relatively recently tret¿ to be indispensable to an adequate higher education'

Latin was taught by m"ans of what has been called the classical Method: focus

ongfammaticalrules,memorizationofvocabularyandofvariousdeclensionsand
cor!.rgations, translation of texts, doing written exercises' As other languages

began to be taught in educational institutions in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, the classical Method was adopted as the chief means for teaching for-

eignlanguages.Littlethoughtwasgivenatthetimetoteachingoraluseoflan-
guages; aftet all,languages-wt" "ot 

being taught primarily to learn oral/atral

communication, but io learn for the sake of being "scholarly" or, in some instances'

forgainingareadingproficiencyinaforeignlanguage.Sincetherewaslittleif
any theofeticat rese"aich on second language acquisition in general, or on the

acquisition of reading proficiency, foreign languages wefe taught as any other skill

was taught.
So language teaching before the twentieth century is best captured as a,,tra-

dition,,that, in various manifestations and adaptations, has been practiced in lan-

guageclassroomsworldwideevenuptothepresenttime.Lateinthenineteenth
centufy,theClassicalMethodcametobeknownaStheGrammarTranslation
Method. There was little to distinguish GrammarTranslation from what had gone

oninforeignlanguageclassroomsforcenturies,beyondafocusongrammatical
rules as the basis fbrlranslating from the second to the native language. But the

Grammar Translation Method remarkably withstood attempts at the outset of the

twentieth centufy to "reform" language teaching methodology, and to this day it

remains a standard methodology for language teaching in educational institutions'

prator and celce-Mvcia Q97\ p. 3) tisted the major characteristics of Grammar

Translation:

L. Classes taught in the mother tongue; little use of the L2

2.Muchvocabularytaughtintheformoflistsofisolatedwords
3. Elaborate explanations of the intricacies of grammar

4. Reading of difficult classical texts begun eady

5. Texts treated as exercises in grammatical analysis

6. Occasional drills and exercises in translating sentences from LI to L2

7. Little or no attention to pronunciation

It iS remafkable, in one Sense' that this method has been so stalwart among

manyCompetingmodels.Itdoesvirtuallynothingtoenhanceastudent,sCommu.
nicative ability in the language. It is "remembered with distaste by thousands of

school learners, fbr whom foreign language learning meant a tedious experience of

memorizing endless lists of unusable grammar rules and vocabulary and attempting

to produce perfect translations of stilted or literary pfose" Gichards & Rodgers'

2001. p.4¡.
In another sense , however, one can unclerstand why GrammarTranslation is so

popular. It requires few specialized skills on the part of tezchers' Te sts of grammar
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rules and of translations are easy to construct and can be objectively scored. Many
standardized tests of foreign languages still do not attempt to tap into communica-
tive abilities, so students have little motivation to go beyond grammar analogies,
translations, and rote exercises. And it is sometimes successful in leading a stuclent
toward a reading knowledge of a second language. But, as Richards and Rodgers
(2001, p. 7) pointed out, "it has no advocates. It is a method for which there is no
theory. There is no literature that offers a rationale or justification for it or that
attempts to relat€ it to issues in linguistics, psychology, or educational theory."As we
continue to examine theoretical principles in this book, I think we will understand
more fully the "theorylessness" of the GrarnmarTranslation Method.

L{NGUAGE TEACHING IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Against the backdrop of the previoüs 19 centuries, a glance through the past cen-
tury or so of language teaching gives us, ironically, a rather refreshingly interesting
picture of varied interpretations of the "best" way to teach a foreign language.
Perhaps beginning with Franqois Gouin's (1880) Series Method, foreign language
teaching underwent some revolutionary trends, all of which in one way or another
came under the scrutiny of scientific (or observational) research.

As schools of thought have come and gone, so have language teaching trencls
waxed and waned in popularity. Historicall¡r, pedagogical innovation has been the
beneficiary of the theoretical research described in the previous section, as wit-
nessed by the influence of such research on trends in language teaching. At the
same time, language classrooms and their innovative teachers and students have
been laboratories of research that have, in turn, informed theoretical stances as they
have changed over time.

Albert Marckwardt (1972,p. 5) saw these "changing win<ls and shifting sands"
as a cyclical pattern in which a new paradigm (to use Kuhn's term) of teaching
methodology emerged about every quarter of a century, with each new method
breaking from the old but at the same time taking with it some of the positive
aspects of the previous paradigm. More recentl¡ Mitchell and Vidal (2001)
described our perhaps misguided penchant for characterizing the last century of
language teaching metaphorically as a pendulum swinging back and forth between
a number of opposing options;focus on accr[acy vs. focus on fluency, separation of
skills vs. integration of skills, and teacher-centered vs. learner-centered approachcs,
to name a few. Mitchell andVidal suggested that a new metaphor may better depict
our journey across time: "that of a major river, constantly flowing, fed by many
sources of water-rivers, stfeams, springs in remote territories, all fed by rain on
wide expanses of land" (p.27).

One of the best examples of both the cyclical and fluvial natufe of methods is
seen in the revolurionaryAudiolingual Method (ALM) of rhe lare l94os and 1950s.
The ALM, with its overemphasis on oral production drills, borrowed tenets f¡om its
predecessor by almost half a century, the Direct Method, but had essentially
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sprLlng from behavioral theories of learning of the time . The ALM was a rejection
of its classical predecessor, the Grammar Translation Method, by diminishing if not
obliterating the need for metacognitive fbcus on the forms of language. Within a

short time, however, with the increasing popularity of cognitive psycholog,v, ALM
critics were advocating more attention to rules and to the "cognitive code " of lan-
guage, which, to some, smacked of a return to GrammarTranslationl Shifting sands
incleed, and the ebb and flow of paradigms.

Since the eaúy l97Os, the symbiotic relationship of theoretical disciplines and
teaching methodology has been continued to manifest itself. The field of psy-
cholog¡ as noted above in outlining tenets of constructivism, has witnessed a

growing intere st in interpersonal relationships, the value of group work, and the use
of numerous cooperatiye strategies for attaining desired goals. The same era has
seen linguists searching ever more deeply for answers to the nature of communica-
tion and communicative competence and for explanations of the interactive, socio-
cultural process of language acquisition.

The language teaching profession has mirrored these theoretical trends with
approaches and techniques that have stressed the importance of self-esteem,
intrinsic motivation, students cooperatively learning togethef, of developing indi-
vidual strategies for constructing meaning, and above all of focusing on the commll-
nicative process in language learning. Some of these methodological innovations
will be described in subsequent chapters of this book, as they pertain to issues and
topics being discussed.

Today, many of the pedagogical springs and rivers of the last few decades are
appropriately captured in the term Communicative Language Teaching (CLI),
now a catchphrase for language teachers. CLT, to be discussed further in Chapter 8,
is an eclectic blend of the contributions of previous methods into the best of what
a teacher can provide in authentic uses of the second language in the classroom.
Indeed, the single greatest challenge in the profession is to move significantly
beyond the teaching of rules, patterns, definitions, and other knowledge "about" lan-
guage to the point that we are teaching our students to communicate genuinely,
spontaneousl.v, and meaningftilly in the second language.

A significant difference between cllrrent language teaching practices and those
of, say, a half a century ago, is the absence of proclaimed "orthodoxies" and
"best" methods. We are well aware that methods, as they were conceived of 40 or
50 years ago or so, are too narrow and too constrictive to apply to a wide range of
learners in an enormous number of situational contexts. There are no instant
recipes. No quick and easy method is guaranteed to provide success. As Bell
(2003), Brown (200f), Kumaravadivelu (2001), and others have appropriately
shown, pedagogical trends in language teaching now spur us to develop a princi-
pled basis-sometimes called an approach (Richards & Rodgers, 2001)-upon
which teachers can choose particular designs and techniques for teaching a foreign
language in a specific context. Every learner is unique. Every teacher is unique.
Everv learner-teacher relationship is unique, and every context is unique . Your task
as a teacher is to understand the properties of those relationships and contexts.

L-


